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Supplementary Figures

Figure S1 Chassis Manufacturing Process. (A) A process image showing the subtractive manufacturing step that rapidly 
generates the unified payload chassis geometry from a machinable foam, using a CNC router typical of makerspaces. (B) Detail 
images of the single-pass operation using a 1/2” end mill (25 minutes machining time). CNC, computer numerical control.
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Figure S2 On-board Sensor Data. The onboard microcontroller and datalogger supported an internal temperature and humidity sensor on 
battery-power. For the modules housing queen S1 and S2, (A,B) internal temperature and (C,D) relative humidity were recorded before and 
throughout flight, and reported next to letter codes for flight phases (Table S2). 
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Figure S3 Post-Flight Bee Egg Comparison. After queen bees were reestablished in Langstroth hives (L+>30d), eggs (n=6) were collected 
from each colony’s brood nest for morphological comparison. Newly laid eggs of (a) Queen S1 and (b) Queen C1 were visualized using 
brightfield microscopy (Wild Makroskop Optical, x4). Differences in coloration are merely due to age of drawn wax comb. (c) Egg diameters 
sampled from each surviving queen (S1, C1; n=6), measured using ImageJ, are presented as a box and whisker plot with exclusive medians. 
The p-value (0.014) in a two-sample t-test indicates that at CI=95% there is a significant statistical difference between the two egg groups.
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Figure S4 Electronic Schematic. The experimental module’s electronic schematic is provided.
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Supplementary Tables

Table S1. Foam FR-7106 Properties (Provided by General Plastics).
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Table S2. Flight Phase Codes (Corresponding to Figure 2, S2, and Video S1).

Flight Phase Codes (Provided by NanoRacks)

Letter 
Code

Event Description

A Escape Enabled This event is triggered when the emergency escape solid rocket motor is enabled on the CC. This is a nominal 
event that occurs before liftoff. If an anomaly on the vehicle is detected any time after this, the CC may ignite the 

solid rocket motor and escape rapidly from the propulsion module. 

B Escape Commanded This event is triggered when the emergency escape system has been commanded to perform the escape 
maneuver. This event is not reached during a nominal flight, but may be used by NanoLabs as a way of aborting 

already started experiments or preventing them from starting. 

C Liftoff This event is triggered once the vertical velocity exceeds a set threshold. 

D Main Engine Cut Off (MECO) This event is triggered after the propulsion module’s rocket engine is shut down. MECO occurs during ascent, 
right before the CC and primary module separate. 

E Separation Commanded This event occurs after the rocket and capsule are commanded to separate, shortly before the microgravity por-
tion of the flight begins. 

F Coast Start This event indicates the beginning of the cleanest microgravity operations onboard the capsule. 

G Apogee This event occurs when the vehicle has reached its maximum altitude and begins to descend. 

H Coast End This event indicates the end of microgravity operations onboard the capsule, as it begins to experience atmo-
spheric acceleration. 

I Drogue Chutes This event indicates that the drogue parachutes have been commanded to deploy. 

J Main Chutes This event indicates that the main parachutes have been commanded to deploy. 

K Touchdown This event indicates that the CC has detected touchdown 

L Safing After touchdown, this event indicates that the CC has started performing its post-flight safing procedure, follow-
ing touchdown. NanoLabs may choose to use the safing flight event to stop data logging after touchdown. 

M Mission End This event is triggered once the CC has finished performing its post-flight safing procedure. This is the last flight 
event that NanoLabs can use to close out their experiments prior to being powered down. 

Supplementary Methods

Modification of GoPro Camera of Autonomous Control
The GoPro Hero5 Session has one button controlling power and video recording initiation. Modifications were made to remove 
the button membrane and attach wires to the internal switch (see SI Video 3). We then used an analog switch (TI TS5A3166) 
with a resistor to trigger “button pressing” via the microcontroller (see full electrical schematic, Figure S4). A 3D printed button 
cover was created to insulate the button and to provide strain relief for the wire cable. 

Payload Loading Checks
Directly prior to late load integration of the payload into NanoRacks Feather Frame, the following steps were performed:
1. Opening of payload module (removal of silicone bands, application of pressure to separate halves of chassis).
2. Battery integration and connection.
3. Serial connection check.
4. Electronics check (via LED light on microcontroller) and integration of SD cards into camera and microcontroller.
5. Connection between microcontroller and camera, arming of camera trigger.
6. Wipe-down of camera lenses and module interior.
7. Press-fit integration of live specimen (bee) chamber.
8. Closing of payload module (using silicone bands) and application of sealing tape.

Handover to NanoRacks payload team for integration into Feather Frame payload locker.

https://www.ti.com/lit/ds/symlink/ts5a3166.pdf?ts=1614462287476&ref_url=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.google.com%252F

